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Saturday, April 20, 2024

Hour by Hour Forecast: Current Weather Alerts:

FORECAST NOTES

Temperatures:
ü Anticipating high temperatures to reach the low 

50s F near 52 F. 

ü Lows tomorrow AM will bottom out in the upper 

30s F near 37 F. 

Wind/Clouds:
ü Increasing cloudiness for the PM hours with mostly 

cloudy skies onward from 3 PM this afternoon. 

Coverage will begin to clear up near 10 PM 

ü NW winds sustained at 13 - 18 mph with gusts 

occasionally reaching the 21 - 23 mph range. 

ü Winds subside (<8 mph) after 8 PM 

All Clear

Today’s Precipitation Chances:
Favoring a dry day today 

Rain Totals: 
N/A

Dew/Frost: 
RH leaning on the drier side getting into the AM tomorrow morning. AM lows marginal to see frost, but it 100% isn’t out of question. Overall 

favoring a 40% chance for light patchy dew with frost possible in more shaded areas today that receive less sunlight (can cool locally quicker into 

SUN AM) 



10-Day Forecast

NEXT 5 DAYS: IMPORTANT FORECAST NOTES:

Rainfall Totals The Next 5 Days

ü SUN: Dry conditions continue for Sunday. 

ü MON: Still favoring dry conditions however watching 

the late evening for a very low-end risk for some 

scattered showers à likely arrives TUE

ü TUE: Expecting Tuesday to be an active day of showers 

and storms. Activity is favored to begin in the AM, 

continuing throughout the early afternoon with most 

coverage exiting in the late PM. 0.25 -0.50” at play. 

ü  WED: Dry conditions resume Wednesday

ü THU: Favoring dry conditions, next wave of precip 

would not arrive until FRI AM 

Temperatures:
ü Mini warmup over the next few days 

with temps peaking at mid 60s F 

Mon/TUE 
ü A cold front will again cool temps into 

low 50s F for WED/THU
ü Behind TUE cold front temps cool back 

into the low/mid 50s F 
ü THU AM frost looks unlikely with cloud 

cover increasing, but temps can reach 
upper 30s F in the AM. 

Wind/Clouds:
ü SUN/MON: Two days that feature generally 

sunny skies with only a few clouds from time to 

time 
ü  Mon: AM better chances for some sun with 

increasing cloudiness 

ü Mostly cloudy day with showers/storms 

ü Winds will not be much of a factor on non-

precip days. 
ü Tuesday would be the cold front day with up to 

25 - 35 mph gusts 
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